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With H a complex Hilbert space we study regular abelian Banach sub- 
algebras of the Banach algebra of bounded linear maps of B(H) into itself. 
If a @ b denotes the map x -+ axb, (I, b, x E B(H), it is shown that normalized 
positive maps in algebras of the form A @ A with A an abelian C*-algebra, 
can be described by a generalized Bochner theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years it has become apparent that spectral theory for linear maps of 
von Neumann algebras is intimately connected with Fourier analysis. The 
present paper is an attempt at obtaining a deeper understanding of this relation- 
ship. If B(H) denotes the von Neumann algebra of all bounded linear operators 
on the Hilbert space H into itself, we shall study abelian Banach subalgebras of 
B(B(H))-the Banach algebra of bounded linear maps of B(H) into itself. Thus 
in the process we shall obtain some insight into the extremely complicated 
Banach algebra B(B(H)). The main difficulty encoundered in this Banach 
algebra is the poor behavior of its norm. Recall that a theorem of Grothendieck 
[7] identifies B@(H)) as a Banach space with (B(H)@F)*, where Y is the 
trace-class operators on H with the trace norm and @ is the projective tensor 
product of Banach spaces. We shall therefore try to avoid the norm as much as 
possible and shall restrict attention to maps which are ultraweakly continuous 
and which map the Hilbert-Schmidt operators X into themselves, and as 
operators on Z are normal operators. Such maps will be called operator normal. 
Furthermore, we shall have to require that our abelian Banach algebras will have 
a well-behaved Gelfand theory. We have partly for this reason and partly 
because this case contains most of the interesting examples restricted attention to 
regular abelian Banach algebras of operator normal maps. Then the restriction 
to .%’ is a concrete isometric representation of the Gelfand transform. In par- 
ticular it should be noted that since abelian C*-algebras are semi-simple our 
abelian Banach algebras will automatically be semi-simple. 
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With these preliminaries we are now ready to give an outline of the paper. I f  G 
is a locally compact abelian group represented as *-automorphisms of a von 
Neumann algebra, Arveson, Borchers, and Connes [2, 3, 51 developed the theory 
of spectral subspaces. In Section 2 we shall generalize to regular abelian Banach 
algebras acting continuously on a locally convex topological vector space, much 
of that part of the theory of spectral subspaces which does not depend essentially 
on the group structure of the dual group of G. 
In Section 3 we prove the basic general results on operator normal maps. We 
assume the operator normal map p? is contained in a regular abelian Banach 
subalgebra of B(B(H)). Then it follows from Section 2 that the spectrum of r+~ in 
B(B(H)) is often the same as the spectrum of v  1% in B(s). A case of this is 
when the spectrum of g, 1 x in B(x) is contained in the unit circle and y( 1) = 10 ; 
then v  is either a * -automorphism or a *-anti-automorphism. 
In Section 4 we give examples of regular and nonregular abelian Banach 
subalgebras of B(B(H)). I f  a, b E B(H) we denote by L, and R, the maps x + ax 
and x---f xb, respectively. Then L maps every C*-subalgebra of B(H) isome- 
trically into B(B(H)). I f  we denote by a @ b the map L,R2,, we can imbed the 
algebraic tensor product of two abelian C*-algebras A and B into B(B(H)). 
The norm is a cross-norm, so the closure A @ B is a regular abelian Banach 
subalgebra of B(B(H)) consisting of operator normal maps. 
If  G is a locally compact abelian group, 01 a continuous representation of G into 
the automorphism group of B(H), and p E M(G), the bounded Bore1 measures 
on G, LYE E B(B(H)), where a,(x) = se at(x) &(t). Then the image of L’(G) has 
as closure in B(B(H)) a regular abelian Banach algebra consisting of operator 
normal maps. However, the image of M(G) need not have regular closure. 
If  f is a complex function on a product space X x X we say f  is positive 
definite if whenever y1 ,..., yVz E X, then the n x n matrix (f(ri , rj)) is positive. 
This concept is useful in order to study maps in A @ A, where A is an abelian 
C*-algebra, because the spectrum Sp(A @A) can be identified with 
Sp A x Sp A. It is shown in Section 5 that if v  E A @ A, then 9) is a positive 
map if and only if v  is completely positive, and that this in turn is equivalent to 
the Gelfand transform @ of F being a positive definite function on Sp A x Sp A. 
In addition it is pointed out that if v  furthermore satisfies ~(1) = 1, then 
Tr(v(x)) = Tr(x) for all trace-class operators x. The section is concluded by 
noting that the case A @ A includes the examples a(Ll(G)) exhibited in Section 4, 
so that our results for v  E A @ A are applicable to maps of the form 01~ ,f E Ll(G). 
In the following two sections we study the converse type of problem, namely, 
given a map in B(B(H)), when can we conclude that it belongs to an algebra of 
the form A @ A ? In the infinite-dimensional case we can only reach conclusions 
like the map belongs to the point-ultraweak closure of A @ A. Note that if H is 
finite dimensional, then every map in A @ A has a complete set of eigenvectors 
in the Hilbert-Schmidt operators fl consisting of rank 1 operators. In Section 6 
we show a converse to this result for positive maps. 
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Since a positive map pl E A @ A is completely positive, it has a decomposition 
9 = V*nV, where V is a bounded linear map of H into a Hilbert space K, and 
7 is a *-representation of B(H) on K. In Section 7 we show that if q(l) = 1, p 
restricted to A is the identity, and the above decomposition is in a suitably nice 
position, then v is an average over automorphisms in A @ A, hence in par- 
ticular y belongs to the point-ultraweak closure of A @ A. 
The last result is relevant in the study of a certain class of n x n matrices, 
namely, the closed convex set K, of matrices spanned by the positive rank 1 
matrices of the form (z&i), where j z1 / = 9.. = 1 z,, ) = 1. Let (Q) denote the 
usual matrix units for the n x n matrices Mn , so that if a = (Q) E M, , then 
a = C oliieij . Let D, be the diagonal matrices, so D, is spanned by e,, ,..., enla .
With a as above and ii = C cziieii @ eij E D, @ D, , then Z(a) = a * b, is the 
Hadamard product of a and the matrix b. In Section 8 we give characterizations 
for a matrix a to belong to K, in terms of properties of the Hadamard product 
with a and also in terms of the existence of certain positive definite functions 
on P. 
Finally, in Section 9 we show that a map v E A @ A is of the form 01, described 
in Section 4, where p is a Bore1 probability measure on a compact abelian group 
if (+(ri , rj)) E K, whenever yi ,..., yn E Sp A. Thus this stronger form of 
positive definiteness implies the stronger result that v = 01, rather than just 
positive. 
2. SPECTRAL SUBSPACES 
Let X be a locally convex topological complex vector space. Let A be a regular 
abelian semi-simple Banach algebra over the complex numbers with an approxi- 
mate unit consisting of elements whose Gelfand transforms are real and with 
compact support, cf. [13, 141. We assume X is a left A-module via a map 
A x X -+ X, (a, A) --f ax, which is separately continuous and faithful in both 
variables. Our typical example will be when A is continuously represented into 
the algebra of continuous linear operators on X. 
IfSCAandYCX,welet 
S’ = {x E X: ax = 0 for all a E S}, 
Y,=(uEA:uy=Oforally~Y}. 
Clearly Y1 is a closed ideal in A. We let Sp A denote the maximal ideal space in 
A, identified with the set of continuous characters on A. Sp A is given the 
hull-kernel topology. 
If a E A, we have 
Z(u) = {y E Sp A: y(u) = ii(,) = 01. 
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If F C Sp A is a closed subset we let 
j(F) = {a E A: Z(a) contains a neighborhood of F, and support B is compact}. 
We recall from [13, 25D] that j(F) is the smallest ideal in A whose hull is F. 
We have 
X(A, F) = j(F)l. 
Then X(A, F) is a closed subspace of X, called the spectra2 subspace of F. Finally 
if x E X, we denote by 
SP(X) = %%) 
the hull of the annihilator of x in A. Sp(x) is a closed subset of Sp A. Further- 
more Sp(x) = @ if and only if x = 0. Indeed, h({x},) = o if and only if 
{x}~ = A [13, 25D Corollary], if and only if ax = 0 for all a E A, if and only if 
x = 0, since the representation A x X --+ X is faithful in both variables. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A and X be as above. Let F be a closed subset of A, a E A and 
x E X. Then we have 
(i) If Z(a) contains a neighborhood of Sp(x), then ax = 0. 
(ii) x E X(A, F) if and only if Sp(x) CF. 
(iii) If supp ci C F, then ax E X(A, F). 
Proof. (i) By assumption, h((x},) is contained in the interior of Z(a). By the 
assumption on approximate unit in A there is b E A such that 6 has compact 
support and 11 ub - a 11 < E for a given E > 0. Then h({x},) is contained in the 
interior of Z(ub), so ub Ej(h({x}J). By [13, 25D] ab E {x}~ , i.e., abx = 0. Since 
E > 0 is arbitrary and c -+ cx is continuous on A, ax = 0. 
(ii) Suppose Sp(x) CF. If a Ed, then Z(a) contains a neighborhood of 
Sp(x), so that ax = 0 by (i). Thus x Ed’- = X(A, F). Conversely, let 
x E X(A,F). Then (x}~ 1 (j(F)‘-),Ij(F). Thus h({x),) C h(j(F)) = F [13,25D]. 
(iii) Suppose y $ supp 6. Th en, since A is regular, there is b E A such that 
8(y) # 0 while ab = 0. Thus b(ax) = ha(x) = 0. But then y 6 Sp(ax), so we 
have shown Sp(ax) C supp 6. Now use (ii). 
We denote by A the algebra A with the identity map of X adjoined, and we 
consider X as an J-module as well. Note that by [14, 2.7.31 A is regular, and 
we can consider Sp A as a subset of Sp 2. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F be a compact subset of Sp A. Then 
(i) X(2, F) = X(A, F). 
(ii) If a E A and B(y) = 1 for all y  in a neighborhood of F, then ax = x for 
all x E X(A, F). 
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Proof. Clearly X($ F) C X(A, F). For the converse inclusion let 
i(F) = {aEA:Z( a contains a neighborhood of F}. ) 
Then i(F)Ij(F), so i( Cj(F)I. I f  x E j(F)l and a E i(F), then ax = 0 by 
Lemma 2.1, so x E i( and i(F)l = j(F)l. Let y  E X(A,F) and let L denote the 
identity in A”. Let a + AL E A?‘, a E A, h E C, and suppose Z(u + AL) contains a 
neighborhood I/ of F. Then if b E A, b(u + AL) E A and Z(b(u + AL)) 1 V. Thus 
b(a + h~)y = 0 for all b E A, so that (u + h~)y = 0. Therefore y  E X(A, F) and 
(i) follows. 
If  a is as in (ii), then Z(a - I) contains a neighborhood ofF, so if x E X(A, F) = 
X(a, F), Lemma 2.1 shows that (u - 6)x = 0, i.e., ax = x. 
We say a subset Y of X is bounded if for each absorbing convex neighborhood 
V of 0 in X there is E > 0 such that EY C V. The following result is an analog 
of [5, 2.3.51. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let V be an absorbing convex neighborhood of 0 in X, and let 
Y be a bounded subset of X such that a(Y) C 11 ci jlrn Y for all a E A. Let y0 E Sp A 
and a, ,..., a, E A. Then there is a compact neighborhood N of y,, in Sp A such that 
up - d&,)x E V for aZZ x E Y n X(A, N), i = l,..., 12. 
Proof. Since V is an absorbing neighborhood of 0 in X and Y is bounded, 
there exists E > 0 such that EY C V. Thus by our assumption on Y, u(Y) C V 
whenever 11 li Ilrn < E. Let N1 be a compact neighborhood of y,, and a E A such that 
B(y) = 1 for y  E Nr . For each is{l,..., n} let bi E A be defined by &(r) = 
(&(y) - a&,)) Z(y). Then 6&J = 0, and 6,(r) = s,(r) - &(y,,) on Nr . From 
the regularity of A there is c E A such that maxi II b: /Im < E and E(y) = 1 for 
all y  in a neighborhood N, of y0 . Let N be a compact neighborhood of y,, con- 
tained in the interior of Ni n N, . Let x E Y n X(A, N). Now E(y) = 1 for y  
in a neighborhood of N, and N contains Sp(x) by Lemma 2.1. Thus cx = x 
by Lemma 2.2, and similarly ax = x. We thus have bicx = b,x = uiux - 
&(‘yo)ux = six - ci&,)x. Since II c Ilm < E, b,c( Y) C V. Thus uix - 6&,)x E V 
for all x E Y n X(A, N). Q.E.D. 
The above proposition can be improved if we make extra assumptions on A, 
valid in Ll(G). We let Us denote the spectrum of an element x in a Banach 
algebra E. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let X be a Bunuch space and ussume the identity operator 
belongs to A. Suppose that whenever y0 E Sp A, bi E A, 6&,) = 0, i = l,..., ti, and 
E > 0 are given, then ‘there is c E A with c  ^= 1 in a neighborhood of y0 such that 
11 bit 11 < E for all i. Then if a E A, u,,(,)(u) = {B(y): y  E Sp(A)} = ~~(a). 
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Proof. Given E > 0, let I/ = (x E X: 11 x/j < E}, and let Y be the unit ball 
in X. If ‘yO E Sp A, then by Lemma 2.l(iii) Y n X(A, N) # (0) for each compact 
neighborhood N of y0 . Thus c?(y,,) E u,(,)(a) by Proposition 2.3. Since (B(y): 
y E Sp A} = ~~(a), we have shown a,(,)(a) 3 Us. The converse inclusion is 
immediate since we can consider A as a Banach subalgebra of B(X) containing 
the identity. 
It should be remarked that just as in the theory of spectral subspaces of 
automorphisms we can introduce the auxiliary concept R(A, E), cf. [2], and then 
prove that X(A, E) = n R(A, V), w h ere the intersection is taken over all closed 
neighborhoods V of E, see the proof of [2, Proposition 2.21. However, we shall 
not need this and shall therefore not include the proof. We shall rather prove 
another result which we shall not need technically, but which is of importance 
for our understanding of spectral subspaces. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let B be a Banach subalgebra of A satisfying the same 
assumptions as A. Let T: Sp A -+ Sp B be the restriction map y -+ y 1 B. Suppose F
is a closed subset of Sp B. Then we have X(A, r-l(F)) = X(B, F). 
Proof. To our previous notation add the subscripts A or B to distinguish 
between A and B. Let x E X(B, F). Then by Lemma 2.1, h,((x}, n B) CF, 
hence r-l(h,({x}, n B)) C r-l(F). Th ere ore we have that if J3: is the ideal in A f
generated by {x}~ n B, then 
r-l(F) 3 r-l(hg({x}I n B)) 
={y~SpA:keryI)~} 
= h(Js) 
since Jz C {x}~ . Thus SpA(x) C r-‘(F), h ence by Lemma 2.1, x E X(A, r-l(F)), 
and we have shown X(B, F) C X(A, r-l(F)). 
Conversely let x E X(A, r-l(F)), th en hA({x}I) C r-l(F). Let b Ebb. Then 
Z,(b) 1 F. If y E r-l(F), then r(y) EF so &r(y)) = 0, hence b E ker(r(y)) = 
(ker y) n B. Therefore 6(y) = 0, so y E Z,(b), and we have shown r-l(F) C Z,(b). 
Since Z,(b) contains a neighborhood of F, and r is continuous, Z,(b) is a 
neighborhood of r-l(F), hence by the definition in Lemma 2.2, b E iA(+(F)). 
From the proof of that lemma iA(r-l(F))I = j,(r-l(F))I = X(A, r-l(F)). Since 
x E X(A, r-l(F)), it thus follows from Lemma 2.1 that bx = 0. Since b was 
arbitrary in j,(F), we have shown X(A, r-l(F)) Cje(F)l = X(B, F), and the 
proof is complete. 
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3. OPERATOR NORMAL MAPS 
Let H be a Hilbert space and F and &’ the trace-class and Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators on H, respectively. We denote the inner product on & by (x, y} = 
Tr(xy*) and the norms in F and Z? by 11 l/r and /I (/a , respectively. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let v  E B(B(H)). We say 9 is operator normal if v  is 
ultraweakly continuous and the restriction q / X is a normal operator in B(9). 
If, moreover, v  1 &’ is self-adjoint, we say v  is operator hermitian. IJI is said to be 
a regular operator normal map if p is contained in a regular abelian Banach sub- 
algebra of B(B(H)) consisting of operator normal maps. 
We denote by (1 v  /I2 the norm of g, I &’ whenever 9 I &E B(Z). Note that 
when v  is ultraweakly continuous, then its adjoint map restricts to a map 
F* E B(9) with norm 11 v* // = /j v  (I. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let v  E B(B(H)) be regular and operator normal, and denote by 4 
Ihe adjoint in B(9) of9 1 ~9’. Then #(x) = q*(x*)* for x ET, and I/ y  (I2 < II y  11. 
Proof. Let x E F and y  E 9. Then (#(x), y) = (x, v(y)) = (y*(x*)*, y>, so 
4(x) :: v*(x*)*. Let A be a regular abelian Banach subalgebra of B(B(H)) con- 
sisting of operator normal maps such that v  E A. Let Y denote the restriction map 
4 + # / JP of A into B(Z). Then r is continuous. Indeed, if (y&) is a sequence 
in A converging to #, and r(t),) converges to #’ in B(X), then clearly 3(x) = #(x) 
for each x E 8. Thus the graph of Y is closed, so Y is continuous by the closed 
graph theorem. Since r is an isomorphism of A into B(S), it follows that 
~~(91) 3 o~&T), hence the spectral radius of v  in B(2) is not larger than the 
spectral radius s of v  in A. But 11 F \I2 equals the spectral radius of q in B(S), so 
(/ ~JI /I2 < s. By the minimality of the spectral radius norm in a regular abelian 
Banach algebra [14, 3.7.71 we have /I v  II2 < s < 11 y  /(. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A be a regular abelian Banach subalgebra of B(B(H)) 
consisting of operator normal maps. Then the map C$ -+ y  / ti is an isometric 
isomorphism of ($5: q~ E A) onto {p’ / X: q~ E A}, which extends to an isomorphism of 
C(Sp A) o?zto the closure of {v ( S: 9 E A} in B(2), where C(Sp A) denotes the 
continuous complex functions on Sp A vanishing at infinity. 
Proof. Let a($) = q / Z for q E A. Then clearly LY is an isomorphism of 
(q3: v  E A) onto (9’ / 2: v  E A). Let r(v) = y  1 Z. By Lemma 3.2, Y  is norm 
decreasing on A, hence if x is a character on the norm closure of r(A) in B(S), 
thenxorESpA.Thusforp,EAwehave 
and cy. is norm decreasing. However, /I ci, /I is the spectral radius of y  in A, so by 
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the minimality of the spectral radius [14, 3.7.71, I]$II < // v II2 . Thus Ii $11 = 
II 91 !I2 , and the theorem follows. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If 9 is a regular operator normal map in B(B(H)) satisfying 
the conditions of Corollary 2.4, then CJ~Q,(~))(~) = CJ~(~)(~ I2). 
Proof. v is contained in a regular abelian Banach subalgebra of B(B(H)) 
consisting of operator normal maps and containing the identity map. Thus the 
corollary follows from Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 3.3. 
The next result will not be used in the sequel but is included because its proof 
is a good illustration of the techniques and ideas involved. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let q~ be a regular operator normal map in the unit ball of 
B(B(H)) such that e(l) = 1 and such that the spectrum of y  I X in B(Y) is 
contained in the unit circle. Then v is either a *- automorphism or *-anti-automor- 
phism of B(H). 
Proof. By assumption the spectrum of p / X in B(X) is contained in the 
unit circle, so v 1 Z normal implies 4p /& is unitary. In particular, since 
v-l E B(B(H)), p-l I &’ is the adjoint of p / &‘. Since jJ 9 (I = 1 and ~(1) = 1, ~9 is 
positive (i.e., a > 0 in B(H) implies y(a) 2 0). Thus if x, y E Y-+-the positive 
cone in F-then v*(y) E F C &‘, so by Lemma 3.2 
0 G <P(4>Y) = <XT v"(Y)*) = (% v-YY))? 
hence v-l(y) > 0. Thus v-l: F+ + F+. Since v-l is norm continuous on 
B(H), ‘p-l: C(H)+ ---f C(H)+, where C(H) denotes the compact operators on H, 
using that F+ is norm dense in C(H)+. Let B be the C*-algebra Cl + C(H). 
Then 9-r is a positive linear map of B carrying 1 on itself. Since r+~ is operator 
normal, p: A? + %, hence, by continuity, v: C(H) --f C(H). Thus ~JI is also a 
positive linear map of B into itself preserving the identity, so that v is an order- 
isomorphism of B onto itself, hence is either a *-automorphism or a *-anti- 
automorphism [9]. By ultraweak continuity of cp the desired result follows. 
We shall need the next result in the next section. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let (g),,)VcJ be a uniformly bounded net of regular operator normal 
maps, which converges pointwise ultraweakly to a map v E B(B(H)). Then we have: 
(9 v I x E BPf). 
(ii) 9)~ IA? --+ v 1 ~9’ weakly in B(X), so in particular (vV I S)* + 
(9’ I SF)* weakly. 
(iii) If the vV pairwise commute, then v I SF is normal. 
(iv) If 9” -+ y m norm, then 9) zs ultraweakly continuous. 
Consequently, if (iii) and (iv) hold then v is operator normal. 
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Proof. Choose K > 0 such that /I vV I/ < K for all Y E J. By Lemma 3.2, 
Ii vy Ii2 < II vy II < K so CT,, I s)vEJ is a uniformly bounded net in B(Z). Thus 
there is a subnet (q~&, such that (va [ YQ,[ converges weakly to an operator 
$J E B(&f), i.e., 
(ICI(x), Y> = l@m(d4, Y> = 1,” Tr(v&)y*) 
for all X, y E X. Now (r,&., , being a subnet of the converging net (ply)yEJ, con- 
verges pointwise ultraweakly to v. Thus if y E Y, 
<#(4 Y> = l$ Trb&)y*) = TMx)y*) ‘= <cpW, Y> 
and #(x) =--: p)(x) for all x E Z?, so v: # -+ ~6’. Furthermore vy 1 X---f v I X 
weakly since each converging subnet does. Since // vy (/a < K for all V, I/ q~ /Ia < K, 
hence p / %’ E B(&). This proves (i) and (ii). 
Now assume all the v, commute, and let MC B(X) be the abelian von 
Neumann algebra generated by all the maps vV / A?. Since vV / A? -+ y j Z 
weakly, p 1 Z? E M. Since (9’ I Z)* E M, v 1 8 is normal, and (iii) follows. 
If yy 4 F in norm, then w 0 yy -+ w 0 v in norm for each w E B(H),; hence 
w 0 v is ultraweakly continuous for each w E B(H), , and v is itself ultraweakly 
continuous. This concludes the proof of (iv) and therefore of the lemma. 
4. EXAMPLES OF REGULAR ALGEBRAS 
The most easily obtained examples of regular abelian algebras of operator 
normal maps are of the form x -+ ax = Lax and x -+ xu = R,x, where a belongs 
to an abelian C*-algebra A. Both L, and R, are isometric isomorphisms since A 
is abelian. When A is not abelian L, is still an isometric isomorphism, so that 
every C*-algebra A C B(H) has a canonical isometric imbedding in B(B(H)). 
We denote the map L,R, = RAa by a @ b for a, b E B(H). Taking linear 
combinations we can in this way consider the algebraic tensor product B(H) 0 
B(H) as a subset of B(B(H)) consisting of ultraweakly continuous maps, which 
restrict to bounded operators in B(Z). If X, y E 2, then (Lax, y) = Tr(axy*) = 
Tr(x(u*y)*) = (x, a*~), so L,* = L,, and similarly Rz = R,, . Thus the 
restriction map B(H) 0 B(H) -+ B(X) is *-preserving when B(H) 0 B(H) 
has the *-operation (C ui @b,)* = C a? @ bf. Note that since R, is anti- 
isomorphic in b, the imbedding of B(H) 0 B(H) into B(B(H)) is not an algebraic 
isomorphism. However, if A and B are abelian subalgebras of B(H), then the 
imbedding of A 0 B in B(B(H)) is a *-isomorphism. 
LEMMA 4.1. The norm on B(B(H)) restricts to a cross-aorm on B(H) 0 B(H). 
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Proof. Let a, b E B(H). Th en clearly /I a @b // <I/ a jl jl b II. To show the 
converse inequality let E > 0 and choose unit vectors f, 7 E H such that 
/I a& I/ > /j a j/ - E and II bv 1) > II b /I - E. Let w be a partial isometry of rank 1 
such that % = II b II E. Then II avbrl II = II b II II 4 II 3 (II b II - ~)(I1 a II - 61, 
hence II a 0 b II > II a II II ZJ II. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A and B be ubeliun C*-subalgebras of B(H). Then the 
closure A @ B of A 0 B in B(B(H)) . zs a regular ubelian Bunuch subalgebra. 
consisting of operator normal maps. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.6 each map in A @B is operator normal. The rest is 
immediate from Lemma 4.1 and a result of Tomiyama [21]. 
Remark 4.3. By Proposition 4.2 each map of the form a @ b with a and b 
normal is regular in the sense of Definition 3.1. It can be shown that even more is 
true, namely, that the Banach subalgebra of B(B(H)) generated by a @ b is 
regular. Furthermore, the discussion preceding Lemma 4.1 shows that the 
adjoint of a @ b j Z’ is a* @ b* I SS?‘. It is then easy to show a @ b is operator 
normal if and only if & and b are normal operators. 
If  G is a locally compact abelian group we denote by M(G) its measure 
algebra consisting of all bounded Bore1 measures with convolution as multi- 
plication and *-operation p(E) = d--E). W e write multiplication in G and its 
dual G additively. I am indebted to G. K. Pedersen for discussions which led to 
Proposition 4.6. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let G be a locully compact abeliun group and t -+ ut a continuous 
unitary representation of G on the Hilbert space H. Let at(x) = u,xu,*, x E B(H). 
Then for each p E M(G), cyU de$ned by (YJx) = s q(x) dp(t), is an operator normal 
map such that (a, / s?)* = tifi I X. 
Proof. It is easy to see that t + CX~ I &’ is a continuous unitary representation, 
cf. [I 91. Thus, 01,, 1 .X? E B(2). I f  x, y  E &‘, we have 
<4x), Y> = j- <4x>, Y> d/4) 
= <x, Q(Y)) 44) s 
= <x, 4~)) 44-t) s 
= cx4 
-- 
9(Y) 4-t) > 
= lx, olii(Yb 
Thus (a,, ) &‘)* = ap 1%. Since (Ye o air = aUep = LY,,*~ = CQ 0 01~ , 0~~ commutes 
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with its adjoint, so CQ, / J%’ is a normal operator. Finally, it follows from [2] that 
q, is ultraweakly continuous, hence 01~ is operator normal. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let G be a locally compact abelian group. Then the map 
1‘: M(G) + B(L”(G)) defined by TJf) = p * f for MEL= is un isometric 
isomorphism into. 
Proof. It is well known and easy to prove that T is an isomorphism into 
B(Lm(G)). Moreover, it is shown in the proof of [12,3.4.1] that T, is a continuous 
multiplier of Lm(G) endowed with the weak*-topology induced by the elements 
in Ll(G), and furthermore that the adjoint mad T,* is a continuous multiplier of 
LYG). BY W, O-1.11, It T,* II = II CL II, hence II T, il = II CL Il. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and H = L2(G). 
Then there is a canonical isometric isomorphism of M(G) into the operator normal 
maps in B(B(H)) such that (Ye /Y?’ = (cyu / S)*. 
Proof. Let X be the regular representation of G on H and let S be the 
*-isomorphism of La(G) into B(H) defined by S,g = fg for g ELM. Let 
at(x) = X,xX-, for x E B(H). By Lemma 4.4, all is operator normal, and CQ 1 $P = 
(01~ 1 Z’)*. Furthermore, a,($) = Suef for each f ELm(G). Indeed, let g cL2(G) 
and s, t E G. Then we have, with gt(u) = g(u - t), u E G, 
hence q( S,) 
(%(S,kM = Mw-m(s) 
= (a%g-t))(4 = f (s - 4 g(s) 
= (ftg)W = &m; 
S,$ . Let g, h ELM; then we have, using the Fubini theorem, 
(~,(s,)g~ h) = j- (GGk, h) 44) 
= IS (4Wg)(s) ho ds 44 
- 
= Is f (s - t> g(s) 44 ds 44 
= JP?N ho (If@ - 4 44)) ds 
= s ‘4s) WP * f )(4 ds 
= <S,,*,g, h), 
and cy,(S,) = SUef as asserted. From the definition of CL, it is clear that 11 OL,, /I < 
11 p II. However, we have just shown that cz,: SLm(o) --+ SLm(o) , and since S is an 
isometry, we have 
II %c%)ll = II su*, II = II CL *f II. 
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By Lemma 4.5 we thus have 
II s Ii 3 SUP II s(%>ll = SUP II P *ill = II P II; 
II s, II =l II f II ar=l 
hence 11 LY, 11 = 11 p I/, and we are through. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and H = L?(G). 
Then there is a canonical isometric isomorphism of U(G) onto a regular abelian 
subalgebra ofB(B(H)) consisting of operator normal maps. 
Proof. Restrict 01 in Proposition 4.6 to L1(G), and use that L1(G) is regular. 
I f  H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space it is obvious that every operator 
normal map in B(B(H)) is regular. However, if H is infinite dimensional this 
appears to be false. 
COROLLARY 4.8. If  H is a separable injinite-dimensional Hilbert space, there 
exists an operator normal map q~ in B(B(H)) such that the Banach subalgebra of 
of B(B(H)) generated by 9) is nonregular. 
Proof. Let G be a nondiscrete locally compact abelian group such that L2(G) 
is separable, and identify L2(G) with H. Then M(G) is a nonregular abelian 
Banach algebra, since G in its natural imbedding in Sp M(G) is nondense, while 
the vanishing of a Fourier transform &, p E M(G), on G implies /* = 0. Let A be 
the isometric image of M(G) in B(B(H)) constructed in Proposition 4.6. Then 
A is nonregular, so by [14, 3.7.41 there exists an element v  E A such that the 
Banach subalgebra of A generated by ~JJ is nonregular. 
5. THE ALGEBRA A @A 
For the rest of the paper we shall mainly study the regular abelian Banach 
subalgebra A @ A of B(B(H)) whereA is an abelian C*-algebra. Our results 
indicate that its relationship to abstract harmonic analysis is quite profound. In 
the present section we shall study maps in A @ A whose Gelfand transforms are 
positive definite, defined as follows. If  X is a set and f a complex function on 
X x X we say f is positive definite if whenever yr , . _. , yn are n elements in X, then 
the n x n matrix (f(yi , ri)) is positive. 
Recall from [21] that Sp A @ A can be identified with Sp A x Sp A. We 
shall therefore write elements in Sp A @ A as pairs (y, y’) with y, y’ E Sp A. We 
denote by C(Sp A @A) the continuous complex functions on Sp A @A, 
vanishing at infinity if Sp A @ A is noncompact, and by 01 the canonical isomor- 
phism of C(Sp A @ A) onto the norm closure .JZ? of (a / Yt’: a E A @ A} 
described in Theorem 3.3. We denote by &‘+ and J%&. the positive and self- 
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adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operators, respectively. An operator a E B(X) is 
said to be positivity preserving (respectively hermitian preserving) if a(#+) C #+ 
(resp. a(&&) C &‘&,.). I f  C(Sp A @ A) has th e cone of positive definite func- 
tions and & the cone of positivity preserving operators we next show that the 
isomorphism a! is an order-isomorphism. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be an ubelian F-algebra acting on the Hilbert space H. 
Let (Y be the canonical isomorphism of C(Sp A @ A) onto the norm closure of 
{a / X: a E A @ A), and let f E C(Sp A @ A). Then f is positive dejnite if and 
only if a( f  ) is a positivity preserving operator in B(Z). 
LEMMA 5.2. Let f  E C(Sp A @ A). Then if a( f  ) is hermitiun preserving, then 
f  (y, y’) = f  (y’, y) for all y, y’ E Sp A. In particular, if y1 ,..., yla E Sp A, then the 
12 X n matrix (f(yi , yj)) is self-adjoint. 
Proof. Assume first a(f) is the restriction to # of a map v  E A 0 A, say 
v  = ci”=, 4 0 bi 9 ui, ba E A. Then for x E Z we have C aix*bi = (p(x*) = 
v(x)* = 1 Z$x*u:, so that 1 ai @ b, = 1 b? @ UT on 2’. But then 
(Y, Y’) (C ai 0 h) = (Y, r’> (C V 0 a?) 
=CrOy’(ai) 
so that f  (y, y’) = f(r’, in this case. 
In the general case choose a sequence (FJ in A 0 A such that the restrictions 
to &’ converge to a( f  ) in B(H), say qn = C ai, @ bi, . Let v~+ = C b& @ a& , 
so that &, = $(vn + vn+) E A 0 il. I f  x E 2, then 11 v*+(x) - a( f  )(x)11, = 
II Ax*)* - 4f )(x*)* II2 = II 94x*) - 4f )(x*)l12 - 0 uniformly for II x II2 < 1. 
Thus I,& + a( f  ) in norm in B(S). By Theorem 3.3, I,& --+f in supnorm, so 
f(r, Y’) = lip $4~~ r’> = lip L(Y’, r> = f  (y’, Y). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Assume a( f  ) is positivity preserving, and let 
y1 , . . . , yn E Sp A. If  B is the weak closure of A, then every character of B restricts 
to a character of A, and A @ A C B @ B as subalgebras of B(B(H)). Thus in 
order to show that the n x n matrix ( f(yi , yj)) is positive, we may assume A = B, 
i.e., A is a von Neumann algebra. Let E > 0. Now a( f  ) can be approximated in 
// II,-norm by restriction of maps in A 0 A and each operator in A can be 
approximated in norm by linear combinations of mutually orthogonal projections. 
We can therefore find mutually orthogonal projections e, ,..., e,& , enfl ,..., e, in 
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A with sum 1 such that Y,(Q) = 1, i = l,..., n, and constants A, , i, j E {I ,..., m}, 
such that if # denotes the restriction of C hirei @ e, to &‘, then 
Furthermore, if we replace # by $(I/ + #+), cf. Lemma 5.2, we may by that 
lemma assume II, is hermitian preserving. 
Let Vi be the closed subset of Sp A corresponding to ei under the Gelfand 
transform. By Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 3.3 there is a compact neighborhood 
Niiof(yi,yj)inSpA@AsuchthatNiiCVi x Vj,i,j~{l,...,n},and 
II $(x> - &i 7 Y@ II2 -=c 6 (2) 
for all x E X(A @ A, Nij) with I/ x l/a < 1, where X = &‘. Choose compact 
neighborhoods Wi of yi such that Wi x Wj C Nij , i,i E (l,..., n], and let fi be 
the projection in A corresponding to the characteristic function ,Y,,, of Wi . Let 
now p, be one of the projections fi , e, - fi , i = I,..., n, and ei for 
i = n + l,..., m, and renumber them so that pi = fi for i = l,..., n. We can 
thus write 
where pFLlel E {hii: ;,i E (I,..., m}}. 
By Lemma 2.2, pkkpk = #(pk) = $(rk , yk)pk for k = l,..., n. Since 
supp&% = supp XWi x XWj = wi x wi , 
we have by Lemma 2.1 that 
piH$j C X(A @ A, Wi X Wj), (3) 
i,jE{l,..., n}. 
Let qc < pi be a one-dimensional projection, i = l,..., n, and as above adding 
pi - qr for i = l,..., n,andp,fori=n+ l,...,mtotheq,,wecanwrite 
where prs E {Aij: i,j E {l,..., m}}, and q1 ,..., qn are one dimensional. Choose 
partial isometries qTs of rank 1 with domain qs and range q,. such that {q,.s}lGT,sGn 
is a set of matrix units, qTT = qr . Let q = ~~=, q,. , and let M denote the factor 
B(H), of type I, spanned by the qTs . If M, is the n x n complex matrices, then 
the map C u,,q,, -+ (a,,> is a *-isomorphism, hence an isometry of M onto M, . 
Let e be the one-dimensional projection e = (I/n) C qrs in M. By (1) 
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hence, since #(e) is self-adjoint, jl x jl < 11 x 11s for x E #s.,. and a( f)(e) > 0, 
BY (2) and (3) 
(4) 
Thus we have 
(5) 
By Lemma 5.2 the operator C $(yr, ys)qrs is self-adjoint. Thus by (4) and (5) 
If  a = (Q) is a matrix in M, , then its norm is majorized by C I aij /. Indeed, 
/ aij / < I/ a [I for all i,j, so we have 11 a II2 = I/ a*a II < Tr(u*u) = II a 11: = 
C 1 uii I2 < jj a 11 C I u,~ /. Thus from (1) we have 
If we combine this with (6), we have, since (f(yr , yJ) is self-adjoint, 
(f(rr7 rJ> > t-n” - n2 - 4,. 
Since E is arbitrary (f(y,. , yJ) > 0, an d we have shown f is positive definite. 
Conversely, assume f is positive definite. Let B denote the weak closure of A 
and let 7 be the restriction to A of y  E Sp B. Thus (f(fi , yj)) is positive for all 
~1 ,..., yn E Sp B. 
rn order to show a( f ) is positivity preserving it suffices to show a(f)(p) > 0 
for each one-dimensional projection p in YE. For this it suffices to show that for 
each unit vector t in Hand E > 0 there is a nonnegative real number a such that 
I(4fW5, E> - a I < 6. 
We let p, 6, and E > 0 be given. 
(7) 
Choose mutually orthogonal projections e, ,..., e, in B and Xii , i,j E {I,..., n} 
such that if $ is the restriction of C &e, @ ej to &‘, then /I $ - a( f )& < ~/2. 
Choose yi E Sp B such that yi(ei) = 1. Since 01 is an isometry we have 
Let #’ be the restriction of f(ri , Ti)e, @ ej to X. Then j] a(f) - $7 /I2 < 
II a(f) - ti /I2 + II* - #‘II2 -=c 4 + 4 = E. 
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Let & = e& and let 7 be a unit vector such that p is the projection on the sub- 
space it spans. Then we have 
since (f(p; , pj)) >, 0. If p is the one-dimensional projection on the subspace 
spanned by 5, then 
I(4f)(p)t, 6) - (Ilr’(Pkf, 01 
= l+(f) - $7 P, q>l < II a(f) - *’ II2 II P II2 II 4 IL! < E* 
Thus with a = (#‘(p)[, 5) the proof is complete. 
Recall that if p is a linear map from one C*-algebra M into another N, then q~ is 
said to be positive if q(x) 3 0 for each x > 0 in M. q~ is said to be completely 
positive if p @ Lo: M @ M, + N @ M,, is positive for each n, where L, is the 
identity map on n/l, . 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let A be an abelian C*-algebra acting on the Hilbert space H. 
Let q~ E A @ A. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) v  is positive. 
(ii) v  is completely positive. 
(iii) Q is positive definite on Sp A @ A. 
Proof. (ii) 3 (i) is trivial. Since q is ultraweakly continuous, q~ /J? is 
positivity preserving if and only if v is positive. Thus (i) * (iii) is immediate 
from Theorem 5.1. To show (iii) => (ii) let n E N be given. Let C,, denote the 
scalar operators in Mn . Then v @ Lo ‘belongs to (A @ @,) @ (A @ C,) C 
B(B(H @ C”)). We can identify Sp(A @ a=,) with Sp A via y @ 1 4 y. Thus 
z is positive definite if and only if r$ is positive definite. By (i) o (iii), 
v @ Lo is positive. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let A be an abelian C*-algebra acting on the Hilbert space H, 
and let 01 denote the canonical isomorphism of C(Sp A @ A) onto the C*-subalgebra 
ofB(&‘)genzratedbyal&‘,aEA@A.LetcpEA@Asatisfy~(l) = 1,and 
let f be a continuous positive definite function on Sp A @ A such that f (y, y) = 1 
for ally E Sp A. Then we have: 
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(i) &,Y) = 1foraZZyESpA. 
(ii) I f  # is an operator norma map in B(B(H)) such that $ / ~4’ = a(f), 
then # is positive and 4(l) = 1. 
Proof. (i) Let y  E Sp A, and let E > 0. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 there 
is # =- C &e, @ ej such that j/ # - v  11 < E, where (e,) is an orthogonal family 
of projections in the weak closure of A with sum 1 such that Y(Q) = 1. In par- 
ticular h,, = &r, y). 
Now 
By Lemma 3.2 we thus have 
Since E is arbitrary (i) follows. 
(ii) As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we may assume A is a maximal abelian 
von Neumann algebra. Let f and # be as in (ii). Choose 4’ = 2 &e, @ ej as 
above such that 11 4 - I+%’ l/a < E. Let yi E Sp A satisfy yi(ei) = 1. Then for all i, j 
Modifying #’ we can assume Aij = .f(ri , ri) = $‘(ri , rj), and in particular 
A,; = 1, so z/‘(l) = 1. 
Using Lemma 8.4 below it is immediate that 1,8’ is positive definite, hence by 
Corollary 5.3, 4’ is positive, and by construction #‘(l) = 1. In particular 
iI #’ I/ = 1 [15]. Choose a sequence of such maps & such that 11 #n - # \I2 < l/n, 
I/ $II I! = // #,(l)\l = 1. Let $ be a point-ultraweak limit point in B(B(H)) of the 
sequence (&J, cf. [ll]. Then $ is positive, q(l) = 1, I? I X = 4 I 2. Let E > 0 
and I/n < E. Then & = C Xfjei @ ei f  or suitable hij and ei , Let e be a one- 
dimensional projection, e < e, . Then c&(e) = e, so that 11 4(e) - e l/a < E. In 
particular Ij #(e) - e 11 < E, so jl #(e)lI > II e/l - E = 1 - E. Thus if C(H) 
denotes the compact operators on H, then II $ / C(H)]\ 3 1. But z&l) == 1, so 
jl$ // = 1 [15]. Therefore /I 6 I C(H)11 < 1. Since # I C(H) = 6 ( C(H), and 4 is 
ultraweakly continuous II+ II < 1, hence equal to 1. 
Again by ultraweak continuity of +, I+ is a positive map because + 1 C(H) is 
positive being equal to 6 on C(H). Thus 11 #(l)ll = II $ (I = 1 [15]. 
Let a E A, x E B(H), then #n(ax) = a&(x), so that &ax) = U&X). Thus if 
x E C(H) we have #(ax) = $(a~) = a$(~) = a+(x), and symmetrically #(~a) = 
$(~)a. Since # is ultraweakly continuous, we therefore have #(a) = at/( 1) = #( 1)a. 
In particular #( 1) E A’ = A since A is assumed to be maximal abelian. 
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Suppose #(l) + 1. Then there exists a nonzero projection e E A such that 
I/ e#(l)ll < 1. We now apply the preceding part of the proof to Ae, B(eH), 
A = 4 I Ae, he = +h I Ae, Q& = 6 I Ae. S ince the set of Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators on eH equals e&e and C(eH) = eC(H)e, all the previous assumptions 
and arguments hold when we restrict attention to B(eH) as above. But then the 
previous afgument-shows 11 #e/l = /I &(e)il = 11 #(e)iI = I/ e+(l)11 < 1, while 
I/#, /I = 11 $e I/ = I/ &(e)lI = 11 e&(e)11 = 11 e/I = 1, a contradiction. Thus #(I) = 1 
as asserted. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let A be un abelian C*-algebra acting on a separable Hilbert 
space H. Let v  E A @ A be positive and ~(1) = 1. Then we have 
(i) v  19 E B(Y). 
(ii) Tr(v(x)) = Tr(x)for aZZ x E Y. 
(iii) v* has a unique extension to a positive operator normal map II, in B(B(H)) 
such that 4(l) = 1. 
Proof. We may assume A is a von Neumann algebra. From the proof of 
Theorem 5.1 there is a sequence (vn) of maps in A @ A of the form C &e, @J ei 
in the algebraic tensor product A 0 A converging in norm to v  such that 
v, is positive, v,(l) = 1, and the ei’s are mutually orthogonal projections. Let 
x ET be positive. Then yn(x) + p(x) uniformly. Since Tr is lower semi- 
continuous, being the countable sum of vector states, and Tr(v,,(x)) = Tr(x), 
we have 
7 
Tr(p(x)) < ~I~JI Tr(v,(x)) = i@i Tr(x) = Tr(x). 
Thus 11 v(x)1lr < // x /II for x E Y+. By polarization 9) I Y E B(Y) and has norm 
less than or equal to 4. Thus (i) follows. 
Since v  I Y E B(Y), p* has a unique extension to an ultraweakly continuous 
map I/ in B(B(H)) such that $* = v  I Y. Furthermore, if f E C(Sp A @ A) is 
defined by f (y, y’) = @(y, y’), then f (‘y, y) = 1 for all y  E Sp A. If  oi is the 
canonical isomorphism of C(Sp A @ A) onto the norm closure &’ of {p I %: 
p E A @ A} in B(S), then a(f) = # I &’ because a(f) is the adjoint of 9 / X 
in &. In particular 4 is operator normal. Thus f and # satisfy the assumptions of 
Lemma 5.4(ii), hence $(I) = 1, and (iii) follows. But then, if x E r we have 
Tr(v(x)) = <l, p)(x)) = (#(I), x) = (1, x) = Tr(x), so (ii) follows. Q.E.D. 
We conclude this section by showing how the obtained results are applicable 
to representations of locally compact abelian groups as automorphisms of BH). 
LEMMA 5.6. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and t + ut a continuous 
unitary representation of G on the Hilbert space H. Let at(x) = u&x@ for x E B(H), 
and let A denote the abelian von Neumann algebra generated by {ut: t E G). Then 
for each f ELM, we have af E A @ A. 
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Proof. Let E > 0 and assume iif II1 < 1. Let K be a compact subset of G 
such that jCK / f (t)i dt < r/4. Let v  = C aixE, be a simple function with support 
in K such that 11 q~ -f l/r < e/2, say 11 q~ l/r < 2. From Stone’s theorem we can 
find mutually orthogonal projections e, , . . . , e, in A and yr , , . . , yr E &’ such that 
for t E K. 
Then for t E K we have 
Thus we have for x E B(H), with m(E), the Haar measure of a set EC G 
< c 1 ai I c/4 II x II 4%) 
= II 9, l/l II x’ II E/4 
< l ,i2 I/ x Ii. 
Let cjk = xi ai JE( (yi , t)(yk , t) dt. Then we have 
Since E is arbitrary o+ E A @ A. Q.E.D. 
Let G be a locally compact abelian group, and f a continuous complex 
function on G. If  E is a closed subset of G we say f is positive dejkite on E if the 
n x it matrix (f (gi - gl)) is positive whenever g, ,...,g, E E. 
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PROPOSITION 5.7. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and t -+ ut a 
continuous unitary representation of G on the Hilbert space H. Let Sp u denote 
the spectrum of t + ut in the dual group G, and let c+(x) = u,xuF for x E B(H). 
Then if f E Ll( G) the following three conditions are equivalent : 
0) cif 2s positive, 
(ii) cxf is completely positive, 
(iii) f  is positive definite on Sp u. 
Proof. Let ,4, denote the C*-algebra generated by 
lug = Jg(t)r+dt :gtL’(G)/. 
Then Sp A, = Sp u. Indeed, let P, be the projection-valued measure on i: such 
that by Stone’s theorem ut = sG (y, t) dP, . Let g ELI(G). Then uy = 
Jc&r) dP, so II u, II = llt I SP 21 IL . By density of the Fourier transforms in 
C(G) we obtain a *-isomorphism of A, on C(Sp U) and the assertion follows. By 
Lemma 5.6, q E A @ A, where A is the weak closure of A,, . I f  g E C(e), let 
g” E C(C? x G) be defined by g(y, y’) = g(r - r’). Then it is immediate that f” 
is positive definite on Sp u if and only if f’is positive definite on Sp u x Sp u. In 
particular it follows from Corollary 5.3 that if OIL is positive, then f’is positive 
definite on Sp A @ A, hence by restriction pis positive definite on Sp -4, @ A, , 
and sof^is positive definite on Sp u. Conversely, iff^is positive definite on Sp u, 
then jis positive definite on Sp A, @ A, . From the proof of Theorem 5.1 we 
see that q is positive, and so completely positive by Corollary 5.3. Thus 
(iii) + (ii), and the proof is complete. 
6. MAPS WITH PURE POINT SPECTRA 
In this section we shall study the case when an operator normal map has pure 
point spectrum when restricted to the trace-class operators Y. In the finite- 
dimensional case the result is a characterization of those identity preserving 
positive maps which belong to an algebra of the form A @A. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let v  be an operator normal positive map in B(B(H)) such that 
~(1) = 1. Suppose v  1 F is a bounded operator on 7 such that the eigenvectors of 
v  1 .7 of rank 1 form a total set in 9. Then v  is completely positive, and there is a 
totally atomic maximal abelian von Neumann algebra A on H such that 9) belongs to 
the point-ultraweak closure of A @ A. 
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We divide the proof into several lemmas. The first has the same conclusion as 
Proposition 5.5 and shows in particular that in the finite-dimensional case 
Tr(d4) = T ( ) h r x w enever v  is an operator normal map such that ~(1) = 1. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let v  be an adjoint preserving operator normal map in B(B(H)) 
such that ~(1) = 1. Suppose F j 7 E B(F) and that the eigenvectors of v  / .F 
form a total set in 9. Then Tr(q(x)) = Tr(x) for all x E F. 
Proof, Let S be a total set of eigenvectors of v  / 9. For each x E S, x E Z? 
and is an eigenvector for q and thus for q*, since F / X is normal and q~* is 
adjoint preserving since g, is. I f  p(x) = Xx, then x(x, 1) = (v*(x), 1) = 
(x,~(l))=(x,l);hence(x,l)=(~(x), I)==Oifh#1,and(x,1)=(~(x),1) 
ifX = 1. 
Thus (x, 1) = (q(x), 1) for all x in the linear span T of 5’. Since T is dense in 
.Y- by assumption and 9) / Y E B(F), (x, 1) = (y(x), 1) for all x E Y. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let F be as in Theorem 6.1 and let S be a total set in F consisting 
of eigenvectors of rank 1 for g, 1 F. If e is a projection in B(H) such that p)(e) = e, 
then {exe: x E S} is a total set of eigenvectors of rank 1 for v  1 eye. 
Proof. From an unpublished result of Broise it follows that v(exe) = ev(x)e 
for all x E B(H). A simple proof in our case goes as follows: Let p be a state of 
B(H) with support in e. Then p 0 v  is a state of B(H) with support in e. Thus 
p(v(x)) = p(g)(exe)) for all x E B(H). Since this holds for all such p, ev(x)e = 
de4 
Let x E B(H), y(x) = Ax, then p)(exe) = ey(x)e = Xexe, so exe is an eigenvector 
for 9). Finally, since S is total in Y and the map y  + eye is norm descreasing on 
9, it is clear that the set {exe: x E S} is total in eye. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let q~ be as in Theorem 6.1. Suppose x is a rank 1 operator with 
11 x jl = I such that v(x) = x. Then either x is a scalar multiple of a projection or x 
is a partial isometry such that the C*-algebra M generated by x is isomorphic to 
the complex 2 x 2 matrices, and q restricted to M is the identity map. 
Proof. I f  x is a normal operator then, since x is of rank 1, x is already a scalar 
multiple of a projection. We may thus assume x is a partial isometry such that 
p = x*x # xx* = q, and p and 4 are one-dimensional projections. 
From Kadison’s Schwarz inequality [lo] applied to x + x* and i(x - x*) 
we have, cf. [18, Lemma 7.31 
v(P + 9) = vJtx*x + xx*) 3 dx)*dx> + d4 v,(x)* 
= x*x + xx* = p + q. 
From Lemma 6.2 we have Tr(v(p + q)) = Tr(p + q), hence by the faithfulness 
of the trace, ~(p + n) = p + 4. Since x is of rank 1 and p # 4 the C*-algebra M 
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generated by x is isomorphic to the complex 2 x 2 matrices. Furthermore, the 
identity of A4 is e = p v  q. Thus there exist positive constants 01 and /3 such that 
e < a(~ + q) < /3e. In particular, if y  > 0 is in the unit ball of M, then 
0 < V(Y) < de) d q( P + q) = 4~ + a) < olpe. Thus v(y) E M, since 
M = WJ), > and v  1 M is a positive linear map of M into itself of norm 1. In 
particular 0 ,( p)(e) < e, and again by Lemma 6.2, v(e) = e. Thus q~ preserves 
the identity of M. 
Now x, x*, and e are linearly independent in M. For if there are complex 
numbers y, 6 such that yx + 6x* = e, then multiplication of this equation 
respectively from the left and right by x yields the equations yx2 {- Sxx* = x 
and yx2 + 6x*x = x. Thus 6xx* = Sx*x, so that 6 = 0, and x, x*, e are linearly 
independent as asserted. Since they all are eigenvectors for 9 with eigenvalue 1, 
it follows that the eigenspace NC M for the eigenvalue 1 is at least of dimen- 
sion 3. 
Suppose IJI j M is not the identity, then dim N = 3. Since S is total in 7, the 
set {eye: y  E S) is a total set of eigenvectors in M by Lemma 6.3. Since v  1 M is 
operator normal, there is thus y  E S such that eye # 0 and v(eye) = Xeye with 
h f  1. We have thus found an eigenvector x for 9 1 M of rank 1, /I z // = 1, and 
v(x) = hz, X # 1. Now x* is an eigenvector with eigenvalue A. If  x is not a 
scalar multiple of z*, they span a subspace of M of dimension 2, which is ortho- 
gonal to N. This is impossible since dim M = 4. We may thus assume .a is 
self-adjoint, hence a scalar multiple of a projection; hence we may assume z is a 
projection. Since e - z is orthogonal to z in M, e - z EN. Thus e - z = 
p)(e - x) = v(e) - v(z) = e - hx, and we have shown X = 1, contrary to 
assumption. Thus v  1 M is the identity. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let v  be as in Theorem 6.1. Then there exists a one-dimensional 
projection p such that v(p) = p. 
Proof. Let S be a total set of eigenvectors for y  1 Y of rank 1. If  no eigen- 
vector in S has eigenvalue 1, then for all x E S, v(x) = hx with h # 1. Then by 
Lemma 6.2, h Tr(x) = Tr(v(x)) = T r x , so Tr(x) = 0. In particular Tr(x) = 0 ( ) 
for all x in the linear span R of S. But S is assumed to be total in Y, so R is 
dense in Y. But then Tr(x) = 0 for all x E Y, which is a contradiction. Thus 
there is x E S with p)(x) = x. An application of Lemma 6.4 completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We first show that there is an orthogonal family 
(P~)~,~ of one-dimensional projections with sum 1 such that v(pj) = pi . By 
Zorn’s lemma let ( P~)~,~ be a maximal such family. By Lemma 6.5 it is nonempty. 
Let q = 1 - CjGJpi . Since v  is ultraweakly continuous, v(q) = q. If  q # 0, 4p 
restricted to B(H), has by Lemma 6.3 exactly the same properties as v  as a map in 
B@(H)). Thus by Lemma 6.5 there is a one-dimensional projection p < 4 
such that v,(p) = p. This contradicts the maximality of the family (pj)jp,, SO 
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q = 0, and CjGJpj = 1. Let A denote the totally atomic maximal abelian von 
Neumann algebra generated by (pi)iEJ . For each finite subset IC J let qr = 
Cjcl PY . Then the net WICJ is monotone increasing, so qI -+ 1 ultrastrongly, and 
dim q, = cardI. We show q~ / B(H),. belongs to A, @ A, , where A, is the 
finite-dimensional algebra generated by pj , j E I. 
For every pair pi f  pj , i, j E I, there are x, y  in S such that pixpj # 0 and 
pjypypi + 0. Let e = pi + p, . Then in particular exe # 0 # eye, and by Lemma 
6.3, exe and eye are rank 1 eigenvectors for 9, / B(H), . We have thus found four 
eigenvectors of rank 1 for q 1 B(IQ and p)(e) = e. Since two of them are pi and 
pj , and the other two are scalar multiples of partial isometries between them, we 
have shown that if we multiply the chosen eigenvectors exe and eye by suitable 
scalars for all pairs i, j E I, we have found a set of eigenvectors for q / B(H),, 
consisting of a complete set of matrix units for B(H),, . Thus v  j B(H),, is of the 
form 
Since A, @ A, C A @ A and qr -+ 1 ultrastrongly, qIxql --f x ultrastrongly, so 
ultraweakly for all x E B(H). Furthermore (q~ 1 B(EQ) 0 qr @ qr E A @ A. Thus 
we have by the above formula 
and v  belongs to the point-ultraweak closure of A @ A. Note that since 9 1 B(ZQI 
is positive and belongs to A, @ A,, it is completely positive by Corollary 5.3. 
Thus v, being the point-ultraweak limit of completely positive maps, is itself 
completely positive. The proof is complete. 
Remark 6.6. The last theorem gives a necessary condition for an operator 
normal positive map IJI to be completely positive in terms of spectral properties. 
It might be belived that there is a converse to the theorem. However, the 
following example shows that a regular operator normal completely positive map 
q~ such that ~(1) = 1 need not have a basis of eigenvectors of rank 1. 
Let H = Q?, let a = (y i), b = (i -y), and v  = &(a @a + b @b). Since a 
and b are self-adjoint unitaries, v  is operator hermitian and completely positive, 
being the convex sum of two *-automorphisms. An orthogonal basis of eigen- 
vectors is 
( 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 
Xl z= 0 1 1 ? x2= ( 0 -* 1 ? x3= ( ) 10’ %= ( 1 0 ) 
with q(q) =: x1 , 9)(x4) = -x4, v(x2) = p)(xa) = 0. Thus the eigenvalues fl 
have multiplicities 1, and every eigenvector with eigenvalue f  1 has rank 2. 
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7. SOME COMPLETELY POSITIVE MAPS 
If qz is a completely positive map of a C*-algebra M into B(N), then there 
exist a Hilbert space H’, a bounded linear map V of H into H’, and a *-repre- 
sentation TT of iI4 on N’ such that v(x) = V*rr(x)V for all x E M [17]. We say 
V*nV is a Stinespring decomposition for v. I f  M and Nare von Neumann algebras 
we denote by M @ N their von Neumann algebra tensor product. 
THEOREM 7. I. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and v  E B(B(H)) ultraweakly 
continuous, positive, and y( 1) = 1. Let A be a maximal abelian won Neumann algebra 
acting on H. Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exist a probability space (X, g’, TV) and a measurable map u of X 
into the unitary group of A such that 
~(4 = /,43 x45)* 443, x E B(H). 
(ii) q(x) = x for all x E A, and q~ is completely positive with a Stinespring 
decomposition V*rrV with 7~ normal such that there exist a Hilbert space K- and an 
abelian von Neumann algebra B acting on K with the following properties: 
(1) V:II+H’= H@K, 
(2) 4W)) C B(H) @ B, 
(3) n(B(H))’ n (B(H) @B) = a= @B, 
(4) VV* E @ @B(K), 
(5) n(A) = A @ @. 
In particular, if the above conditions are satisfied, then v  belongs to the point- 
ultraweak closure of A @ A. 
Proof. (ii) 3 (i). Assume q~ satisfies the conditions in (ii). Since T is normal, 
n(B(H)) is a von Neumann algebra isomorphic to B(H). Let N denote the von 
Neumann algebra generated by rr(B(H)) and @ @ B. We show N = B(H) @ B. 
Indeed, by condition (2) N’ n (B(H) @B) = C @ B. Since B(H) @B is of 
type I, it is a normal von Neumann algebra [6, Chap. III; 7, Ex. 131. Since 
NCB(H)@BandN contains the center C @ B of B(H) @ B, we have 
N = (N’ n (B(H) BB))’ A (B(H) @B) 
= (C @B)’ n (B(H) @B) 
= B(H) @B, 
as asserted. 
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Let e be a minimal projection in B(H). Th en v(e) is an abelian projection with 
central carrier 1 in B(H) @B. Indeed, let (eJnsN be an orthogonal sequence of 
minimal projections in B(H) with sum 1 such that e, = e. Then C,“=, rr(e,) = 1. 
Since e N e,, for all n as projections in B(H), n(e) N n(e,) for all ti. In particular 
their central carriers are equal, so must be the identity. Let 
with xi E B(H), bi E B, i = l,.,., n. Then we have 
r(e) m(e) = 1 n(e) 77(q) +e)(l @ bJ 
= 17r(ex,e)(l @ bi) 
= r(e) C Tr(x,e)l @ bi 
E n-(e)(@ B B). 
Since by the preceding paragraph operators like Q are ultraweakly dense in 
B(H) @B, 
+WW) F B) 44 = de)(Q: B B), 
so that n(e) is an abelian projection as asserted. 
For each n E N let v, be a partial isometry in B(H) such that vzv, = e, , 
ZI,V,* = e, and v1 = e. Since e @ 1 is an abelian projection with central carrier 1 
in B(W) Q B, and ‘rr(e) is the same by the preceding paragraph, n(e) -e @ 1 
in B(N) a B [6, Chap. III, Sect. 3, Lemma 11. Let u be a partial isometry in 
B(H) @j B such that u*u = e @ 1, uu* = n(e). Let 
u = i ?r(v,*) u(v, @ l), 
724 
where the convergence is in the strong topology. Since the supports of the 
ZI,, @ 1 and the ranges of the GT(v,*) are pairwise orthogonal for different n’s and 
both span the whole space, it is easy to see that U is a unitary operator in 
B(H) 6 B. Furthermore, a straightforward computation shows U(e, @ l)U* = 
+en), and U(vn @ l)U* = a(~,). Since the *-algebra generated by the e, and 
the v,~ is ultraweakly dense in B(H), and rr is ultraweakly continuous, 
U(x @ l)U* = n(x) for all x E B(H). 
By [ 16, 1.18. l] there exists a localizable measure space (X, 5?, v) such that B 
can be identified with Lco(X, v) acting on G(X, v) by pointwise multiplication. 
By [16, 1.22.131 we can identify B(H) @ B with Lm(X, v, B(H))-the Banach 
algebra of all essentially bounded weakly-* v-locally measurable functions on 
(X, V) into B(N) via the map (a @f)(c) = f(Qa, where f is identified with the 
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function f(c) on X and a E B(H). Furthermore Lm(X, V, B(H)) acts on 
P(X, Y, H)-the Hilbert space of H-valued P-functions on X, with inner 
product 
(527) = s, M5), 7(C)) Wt-), 
and action is pointwise; (fs)([) = f(c) t(l). In particular, since U E B(H) @ B, 
U can be identified with the function w(c) EL~(X, v, B(H)). 
By condition (4), VV* E C @B(K). Since ~(1) = 1, I/ is an isometry, hence 
there is a projection p in B(K) such that VV* = 1 op. We show dim p = 1. 
For this note that since V is an isometry, V*B(H’)V = B(H). Thus 
WfW* = (1 0 P)(B(H) B BW))U 0 P) = B(H) @ PB(K)P, 
and the map x--f VxV* is an isomorphism of B(H) onto B(H) @pB(K)p. 
By condition (5) z-(A) = A @ C, so there exists a *-automorphism a of A such 
that n(a) = a(a) @ 1 f or a E A. Hence, if a E A, then ~(a) = a by assumption, 
so that 
vuv* = vq(u)v* = VV*(or(a) @ l)VV’* = a(u) op. 
Consequently A @ Cp = VAY*. Since, by assumption, A is a maximal abelian 
subalgebra of B(H), A @ Cp is maximal abelian in VB(H)V* = B(H) @pB(K)p. 
But this is only possible when dim p = 1. 
Let &, be a unit vector in Ksuch thatp& = & . If [ E H, then V[ = V’e @ E,, , 
where V’ is a unitary operator in B(H), as is trivially verified. Recall that 
(5 @ &J(t) = &(c)f if t E H. Thus if x E B(H), 5, 7 E H, we have 
= x (w(l) ~w(5)*4&) V’f, k-,(5) V’7) ~45) I 
= i x v’*w(5) -=G)*v’E, 7) I E,(Ol” wo. 
Letting u(c) = V’*w(c) and e(l) = 1 &,([)12 dv([) we thus have 
Therefore all that remains in order to complete the proof of (i) is to show u(c) 
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is a unitary operator in A a.e. (I*). Since U is unitary and V’ is unitary, it is clear 
that ~(5) is unitary a.e. (CL). Let 4 be a projection in A, and let E E H be a unit 
vector. Then we have 
(q5, E> = 1 (u(5) PK)*E, 0 443 = 1 II 45) P(5)*5 II2 4m 
Since 0 f II u(iJp(5)*5 II < 1 a.e. (p) it follows that if E E q(H), then (46, 5) = 1; 
hence I/ u(c) &c)*.$ // = 1 a.e. (II), and hence 6 E u(c) mu* a.e. (p). Since 
this holds for all 5 E Q(H), p < u(c) qu([)* a.e. (p). If E E (1 - q)(H), then 
0 = (~5, 5) and u(t) p(t)*5 = 0 a.e. (p). As above then, 1 - 4 < 
1 - u(c) QU([)* a.e. (CL). Consequently 4 = ~(5) &iJ* a.e. (p) for each projection 
4 in A. Since His separable, A is countably generated, so that u(c) m(l)* = x for 
all x E A and all 5 E X outside a set of p-measure 0. Thus u(c) E A’ = A a.e. 
(CL), and the proof of (ii) * (i) is complete. 
(i) 3 (ii). Let (X, @, p) and u be given so that (i) holds. Let K = L2(X, p), 
and let 
H’ = H @L2(X, /L) = L2(X, /L, H), 
where the identification of H @L2(X, CL) and L2(X, TV, H) is via (f of)([) = 
f(o$. Define a linear map V: H---f H’ by 
(VtW = f, t E K 
and define a map v of B(H) into operators on H’ by 
b+)fN) = 4%) xu(5)*f(5), xeB(H), fEH’. 
Then we have 
II 44f II2 = IX II 45) wl*f m2 44) 
e II x II2 J; IlfW 44s) 
= II x II2 Ilf li2, 
SO that 11 n(x)\1 < II x I/. Since it is trivial to verify that r is *-preserving, linear, 
multiplicative, and ~(1) = 1, r is a *-representation of B(H) on H’. Let 5,~ E H. 
Then we have 
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so that P*nV is a Stinespring decomposition for v. We let B = Lm(X, p) and 
verify conditions (l)-(5). 
(1) is trivial by definition of P. 
(2) By definition, if x E B(H), f E H’, then (rr(x)f)(<) = u(c) x~([)*f([). 
Thus r(x) cLm(X, p, B(H)), which equals B(H) @Lm(X, p) by [16, 1.22.131, 
and (2) follows. 
(3) Suppose y E v(B(H))’ n (B(H) @B). Then y eLm(X, p, B(H)), so 
y(c) E B(H) for 5 E X, 5 -y(c) is measurable and ess sup IIy([)l\ = 11 y /[. Since 
y E n(B(H))‘, if x E B(H) 
Y(5) 45) xa* = 45) 45)*Y(5) a.e. p. 
Since x + u(t) xu([)* is a *-automorphism of B(H) a.e. (p), y([)w = WY(~) for 
all w E B(H), i.e.,y(c) is a scalar a.e. (p). Thusy({) =f(J)l for somefELm(X, p), 
i.e., y E C @ B, and (3) is proved. 
(4) IffE H’, f E H we have 
(v*f, 5) = (f, vo = jx (f(5), 5) 445) = (j-p 440 6) 3 
hence 
Let x E B(H), f, g E H’. Then we have 
Similarly we have 
((x @ 1) VV%g> = <v*j, V*(x* 0 l)g) = <v*j, x*v*g>, 
hence (x @ l)VV* = VV*(x @ 1) for all x E B(H), and (4) follows. 
(5) By assumption u(t) E A a.e. (IL). Hence for x E A and f  E H’ we have 
bwf X5) = 45) M)Y(S) = xf (5) = 0 0 llf)(Ch 
so r(x) = x @ 1, and (5) follows. Thus (i) + (ii) is proved. 
Finally if(i) or (ii) is satisfied, then it is straightforward from (i) to show that 
CJI belongs to the point-ultraweak closure of A @ A. Q.E.D. 
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In the finite-dimensional case, part (ii) of the above theorem has a much 
simpler form. Recall that if n is a natural number, we denote by M, the complex 
n x n matrices and D, the diagonal n x n matrices. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let q~ E B(M,) be a positive map. Then the following two 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) There exist a probability space (X, %, p) and a measurable map u of X 
into the unitary group of D,, such that 
(ii) p)(x) = x for all x E D, , and v  is completely positive with a Stinespring 
decomposition V*a V satisfying the following three conditions: 
(1) There exists a Hilbert space K such that V: @” + C” @ K. 
(2) There exists a.rz abelian von Neumann algebra B on K such that r(x) E 
Mn @BforallxEM,,. 
(3) VV* E C @B(K). 
Proof. (i) * (ii) is immediate from Theorem 7.1. In order to show the 
converse we have to show that conditions (3) and (5) in Theorem 7.1 are redun- 
dant when H is finite dimensional. 
Let (eij) be the natural matrix units in M, , so that eii is a projection in D, of 
dimension 1. Let fij = +eij). Then fii w fil in M, @ B, and C fit = 1, so each 
fii has central carrier 1. Let I/ denote the canonical center-valued trace on 
Mn @B [6, Chap. III, sect. 4, Theo&me 31. Then t+b(fii) = l/n1 = $(eii @ l), 
so .fc N ejj for all i, j. In particular fii is an abelian projection in Mn @ B for 
each i. From the proof of (ii) => (i) in Theorem 7.1 there is a unitary operator 
0’ E M,, @ B such that U(x @ l)U* = n(x) for x E M, . In particular 
U(M, 3 C)U* = r(MJ, SO that 
n(M,)’ n (MQ @B) = U(M,, @ C)‘U* n (Mn @B) 
= U(a: @B(K)) U* n (Mn @B) 
= U((@ @B(K)) n (M, @ B))U* 
= U(C @ B)U* 
=C@B, 
and (3) follows. 
To show (5) we notice that VV* = I @p for a projectionp in B(K). Since V 
is an isometry, n dimp = dim(l @ p) = dimVV* = n, hence dimp = I. 
Then it follows as in the proof of (ii) => (i) in Theorem 7.1 that y(x) = 
J-40 x45>* 445) with u(l) E D, a.e. (CL). In particular, UJE (D, @ C)’ = 
D, @ B(K) and n(x) = x @ 1 for x E D, . Thus (5) follows. Q.E.D. 
580!37/3-8 
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8. HADAMARD PRODUCTS OF MATRICES 
As before we let M, denote the complex n x n matrices. If  a = (Q) and 
b = @Iij) belong to n/r, , their Hadamardproduct is defined as 
We refer the reader to [20] for a survey on this matrix product. I f  D, denotes the 
diagonal matrices in il2, , we shall first see that the study of maps in D, @ D, 
is the same as that of the Hadamard product. Then we shall characterize a 
certain class of matrices by means of their Hadamard product. 
Let (eij) denote the usual matrix units in M, , so if a = (aij) E n/l,, then 
a = C aijeij . Let d denote the map d = C cliieii @ e, in D, @ D, , considered 
as a subalgebra of B(M,). Then if b = (&) E M, we have 
d(b) = C olijeiibeij = c a&ijeij = a * b. 
I f  we identify Sp D, with the set {l,..., n}, so that c(i) = yi whenever c = 
C yieii E D, , then for a and H as above we have s(;, j) = olji . Thus 2 is a positive 
definite function on Sp D, x Sp D, if and only if a is positive. It is then clear 
that Theorem 5.1 is the infinite-dimensional analog of the classical result that 
a > 0 if and only if a * b 3 0 for all 6 > 0 [20, Theorem 3.11. 
In the next section we shall give an abstract characterization of maps in 
A@Aoftheformor,, cf. Section 4. For this we shall need a stronger property 
than positive definiteness, namely, we shall need that the matrices (#(ri , ri)) 
considered in Section 5 belong to a restricted class of positive matrices. We next 
give some equivalent definitions of this class of matrices. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let a = (c+) be a positive matrix in M, such that aii = I, 
i = I,..., n. Then the following four conditions are equivalent: 
(i) a E conv{(z&) E Mn: / .zl 1 = ... = / z, 1 = l}. 
(ii) There exist a continuous unitary representation u of the n-dimensional 
torus T” into the diagonal matrices D, and a Bore1 probability measure TV on T” 
such that 
a*b= 
I 44 W4* 444, 
bEM,,. 
Tn 
(iii) The map b --+ a * b in B(M,) is completely positive with a Stinespring 
decomposition satisfying the conditions in Corollary 7.2(ii). 
(iv) There exists a positive de$nite function f  on P such that 
f  ((%I - 691 ,a.., &, - Sin)) = %j , 1 <i,j<n, 
where a,, = Oifk # land 1 ifk = 1. 
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l\Totation 8.2. We denote by K, the closed convex hull of the rank 1 matrices 
(qua) such that z = (zr ,..., z,) E Tn. 
Proof of Pvoposition 8.1. We show (i) * (ii) =+ (iii) * (iv) 2 (i). 
(i) => (ii). Let a E K, . Let u be the continuous unitary representation of 
Tn with values in D, given by u(z) = C zieii , where z = (x1 ,..., z,) E Tn. The 
matrices (.a&) with z E T” are all of rank 1, hence they are all in aK, . Further- 
more, they form a closed set, so that by Milman’s theorem aK, = {(zi,Q: 2: E T”). 
From convexity theory [l, 1.4.81 there is a Bore1 probability measure v  on aK, 
such that 
a= 
s 5 dv(5). aKn 
We map Tn onto aK, via the map z = (zr ,..., zn) -+ (z$~). Since the map 
b = (&) -C &eii @ ejj = 6 is a continuous isomorphism of M, given the 
Hadamard product and D, @ D, , it follows easily that there exists a Bore1 
probability measure p on T” such that 
hence (ii) follows. 
(ii) a (iii). This is immediate from Corollary 7.2. 
(iii) => (iv). By Corollary 7.2 there exists a probability space (X, a, p) 
such that 
where 4 + u(t) is a measurable map of X into the unitary group of D, . For each 
5 E X let fb denote the function on h” defined by 
where U(C) = Cy=, u(&eii . Since we have chosen u so that u(5) is unitary for 
each 5, fc is a character of P. Furthermore 
&,j) =(Yij = s u(5M5)i 445)X 
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Thus the function f on Zn defined by 
f(m1 ,..., %L) = i xfih >*..7 mn) 44J 
is the required function. 
(iv) => (i). Let f be a positive definite function on Zn satisfying (iv). By 
Bochner’s theorem [13, 36A] there exists a Bore1 probability measure p on 
tn = Tn such that 
where z = (zr ,..., .a,) and m, , k, E Z. In particular we have 
ThusaEK,, and the proof is complete. 
A positive n x n matrix a = (CQ) such that CQ = 1 is often called a correla- 
tion matrix, see [20]. In a forthcoming paper Christensen and Vesterstrom [4] 
give another characterization for a correlation matrix to belong to K, . Further- 
more they show that K, is properly contained in the set of correlation matrices 
when n > 4. The latter result was also known to Haagerup, at least for some n. 
I am much indebted to Vesterstrom for pointing out mistakes in early versions of 
Proposition 8.1. In the sequel we shall need the following results on K, . 
LEMMA 8.3. Let a = (Q) E M, be positive and / aij / = I for all i, j. Then 
There exists z E T” such that qj = z& . 
Proof. If 1 < n < 2, the lemma is trivial. Assume n > 3 and let zi = a<. 
Since a is positive, so is the 3 x 3 matrix 
Its determinant D = -2 + 2 Re(,++yij) is nonnegative since the matrix is 
positive. Since / ,Fc / = 1 zj 1 = 1 aii / = 1, aij = x& . 
LEMMA 8.4. Let a = (Q) E M, . Let Ji be a Jinite set with yi elements, 
i = I,..., n, such that the integers {1,2,..., Y} where Y = I,“=, yi is the disjoint 
union of the Ji . Let b E M, be the matrix (&) where &, = aii if k E Ji , 1 E Jj . 
Then b is positive if a is positive, and b E K, if a E K, . 
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Proof. Assume a positive. Let (4i ,..., &.) E U?. Then 
which is nonnegative since a is positive. Thus b is positive. 
If  a E K, , then by Proposition 8.1 there is a Bore1 probability measure p on 
T” such that a = Jr.” (a&) &(a), hence olij = ST” a& &(z). For each z E T” let 
b(z) be the r x r matrix (/&r(s)) with &(a) = z& if Fz E Ji , ZE Jj . Then 
b = Jrn b(z) dp(z). S’ mce b(z) is positive by the first part of the proof, it is in K, 
by Lemma 8.3. Thus b E K, by Proposition 8.1. 
It is a well-known and a very useful fact that a self-adjoint n x n matrix is 
positive if and only if all its submatrices symmetric about the diagonal have 
nonnegative determinants. A natural analogous problem is: Find an integer k 
depending on n and complex functions fi ,..., fk in n2 variables such that a corre- 
lation matrix a = (Q) belongs to K, if and only if fi(mll ,..., a,,) > 0 for 
1 == I,...) k. 
9. A BOCHNER THEOREM FOR POSITIVE MAMPS 
In this section we study the problem of when a map g, E A @ A is of the form 
q, , cf. Section 4, where p is a Bore1 probability measure on a locally compact 
abelian group. For this we shall need a stronger condition of positive definiteness 
of $ than the one used in Section 6. Recall from 8.2 that 
K, = conv{(z,zj) E Mn : z = (x1 ,..., z,) E T”}. 
DEFINITION 9.1. Let X be a set and f  a complex function on X x X. We say 
f  is strongly positive de$nite if whenever y1 , . . . . yn E X, then the matrix 
(f (yi , yi)) E K, . I f  (X, 3, IJ) is a o-finite measure space we say f  EL.~(X x X, 
v  x V) is essentially strongly positive deJinite if there is a set NE ‘$I of v-measure 
zero such thatfis strongly positive definite on (x\N) x (X\N). 
In the above definition we have intrinsically assumed that f(y, y) = 1 for all 
(respectively almost all) YE X. However from Lemma 5.4 we know that if 
g, G A @ A is positive, then ~(1) = 1 ‘f i an d only if $(y, y) = 1 for all y  E Sp A. 
Remark 9.2. If  A and B are abelian C*-algebras such that A C B and 
q~ E A @ A is such that 9 E C(Sp A x Sp A) is strongly positive definite, then 
4 considered as a function in C(Sp B x Sp B) is also strongly positive definite. 
Indeed, let L denote the inclusion map of A @ A into B @ B. Then its adjoint 
map restrict to a continuous map r of Sp B @B into Sp A @ A such that if 
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f~ C(Sp A @I A), then L(~)(Y) = f(r(y)) for y  E Sp B @ B. I f  + considered as 
a function in C(Sp A @ A) is strongly positive definite, it is thus clear that L($), 
which as $ considered as a function in C(Sp B @ B) is also strongly positive 
definite. A consequence of this remark is that we may always assume A is a von 
Neumann algebra in order to study maps in A @ A which have strongly positive 
definite Gelfand transforms. 
If  (X, BI, V) is a u-finite measure space and f, g EL~(X, V) we identify the 
functionf @g in the C*-tensor product Lm(X, V) 6 Lm(X, V) with the function 
(f 0 dh r’> = f(r) dY’) in Lm(X x X, v  x v), and thus imbed L”(X, V) & 
L”(X, V) isometrically into Lm(X X X, v  x v). We consider this imbedding as 
an inclusion, so we can talk about functions inL=(X, V) 6 Lm(X, V) as essentially 
strongly positive definite. 
PROPOSITION 9.3. Let A be a countably generated nonatomic abelian von 
Neumann algebra. Let Tw be the compact abelian group which is the countable 
injkite product of the circle group T with itself. Let (X, %, V) be a a-finite measure 
space such that A is identi$ed with Lm(X, !!I, v). Let f  EL*(X, v) 6 Lm(X, v) be 
essentially strongly positive definite. Then we have: 
(i) There is a continuous unitary representation S of Tw into the unitary 
group %(A) of A such that the function u -+ (y, S(u)) (=S(u)(y)) is measurable for 
each y  E X. 
(ii) There is a state w on the abelian C*-algebra of bounded measurable 
functions on Tw such that 
.f(r, 7’) = w((Y, S(U))<Y’, S(u))) a.a. y, y’ E X. 
LEMMA 9.4. With the assumptions and notation of Proposition 9.3 let N be a 
measurable set of v-measure zero such that f  is strongly positive definite on 
(X\N) x (X\N). Then there exist a sequence (t?‘J of measurable partitions of 
X\N and a sequence (ycel,...,6, )) in X\N with the following properties: 
(9 g, = {PG~,...,~,): ei EPA 1% 
(4 Pkl ,..., E,,~) ” Pkl . . . . . r,.~) = Pkl ,.... En)forallci. 
(iii) ~~~~ ,..., Fn) 6 Pkl ,..., En) . 
(iv) If c = (Q ,..., E,), 77 = (Q ,..., TJ, then the functions 
are strongly positive definite, where xE @ xF denotes the characteristic function of the 
set E xFCX x X, 
(4 llfn -f llm - 0. 
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Proof. Let 6 > 0. Considering X\N instead of X we may assumef is strongly 
positive definite. SiFce the algebraic tensor product Lm(X, V) 0 Lm(X, V) is norm 
dense in Lm(X, V) @ Lm(X, V) and each function in Lm(X, V) is a norm limit of 
simple functions, we can find a measurable partition {PI ,..., P,} of X of sets of 
positive measure and hij E @, i, j = I,..., n such that if 3’ = C &xs, @ xBj , 
then jjf - /J jjio < 6/2. Deleting a set of measure zero we may assume 
sup If(y, y’) - #‘(y, y’)l < S/2. Thus if yi E Pi , then If(yi , yj) - hij I < S/2. 
Let Z$ = Cf(yi , yj)xB, @ xBj . Then the triangle inequality yields 11 Z/J -fj\, < 6. 
Since f  is strongly positive definite, an easy application of Lemma 8.4 shows that 
4 is strongly positive definite. Furthermore we may split up the sets PI ,..., P, 
so we may assume n = 2” for some m. A standard inductive argument now yields 
the sequences (Pn) and (fJ in the lemma, using the assumption that A is 
nonatomic. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 9.3. Let 8, and fn be constructed as in Lemma 9.4. 
Let Y, = n: (0, I} and Y = n; (0, l} (={O, l}N). Let fin be the continuous 
imbedding 
/In: Y, + Y by P~(Q ,..., 4 = (~1 ,..., 6, , 0, 0 ,... ). 
Let Ha = .Fh, T, , where T, = T is the circle group, and let H, have the 
product topology. Let H = nuEy T, , also with the product topology. Define a 
continuous imbedding 01~: H, -+ H by 
(%WCE,,F, >...) = f+ . . . . . En) . 
Let yn: H+ Hn by Y&) = u 0 FL , so that Y&&~ ,..., .,) = uccl ,..., E,.o,o ,...) . Then 
we have 
Yn(%W) = u for UEH,. 
We define a map T,,: H, -+ %(A) by 
where we note that @(A) is identified with the L”-functions on X into the circle 
group T. Then ui -+ u in H, implies T,(q) + T,(u) pointwise as Lm-functions, 
or equivalently T,, is continuous, when H, has the product topology and 4(A)the 
strong topology. 
Define the map S,: H --+ %(A) by S, = T, 0 yn . Then S, is continuous and 
easy computations show they are extensions of each other in the following sense: 
if n > m and u = OLD, v  E H, , then S,(U) = S,(U) = T,(v). 
We now define a map S: H + @(A) which extends all the S, . Let u E H. Now 
(~n(fG)),,wr is an increasing sequence of subgroups of H with union dense in H, 
and if un = a,(yJu)), then un E (YJH,) and un + zc in H. Let y  E X. From the 
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construction of the partitions 9, , there is a sequence (Q , l s ,...) in Y such that 
YE Pkl....,EJ for all ft. A straightforward computation shows that S,(un)(y) = 
% l,...,c,,o,o,...) ) so that &(~%)(y) -+ zl( ‘1, f  2,,..,~ . Define S(U) as the pointwise limit 
of the functions SJtl”). I f  we write the value of S(U) at y, as (y, S(U)) we have 
shown that (y, S(U)) = lim(y, S,(c~,(m(u)))), hence the function u + (y, S(U)) 
is a pointwise limit of continuous functions on H for each y  E X. In particular it 
is a measurable function on H. Furthermore, since S,(@) -+ S(U) pointwise, 
SJu”) --f S(U) in the strong topology. Thus if f ,  7 cL2(X, v), (S,(U”)[, 7) --t 
(S(u)[, 7) for all u, hence the function u + (S(u)[, 7) is the pointwise limit of 
continuous functions and hence is measurable. 
Since L”(X, V) is countably generated, L2(X, V) is a separable Hilbert space. 
Also it is clear from their definitions that yn and T, are multiplicative; hence so 
is S, . Thus S being a pointwise limit of the S, is multiplicative, hence S is a 
measurable unitary representation of H on the separable Hilbert space L2(X, v). 
But then S is strongly continuous [8, p. 3471. Thus the proof of part (i) in the 
proposition is complete. 
To show (ii) we write E for the element (or ,..., en) in Y, . Then f,, defines a 
strongly positive definite functiong, on Y, x Y, byg, = CE,lleY, f (ye, y$, @ S,, 
where 6, is the point measure with value 1 at E. By Proposition 8.1 there is a 
Bore1 probability measure vfi on H, such that 
If y E P, , y’ E P,, , then f& r’) = gn(c, 711, and Cc, u> = <Y, Tn(u)>, (~6 = 
(y’, T,(u)). Thus we have 
Let V; = v, 0 a, -‘. Then V: is a Bore1 probability measure on H. I f  y  E Pc~~,..,,~J 
and u E H,, , then 
Thus 
(Y, s(44)> = <r, Ud4)> = <Y, TM). 
Let w, be the state 
%(f 1 = jHf (4 a&4 
on the abelian C*-algebra &’ of bounded Bore1 measurable functions on H. Let 
w be a w *-limit point of the sequence (w,J in the state space of &‘, say the subnet 
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(We,) converges to w in the w*-topology. Since the functions u -+ (y, S(U)) 
belong to & we have for almost all y, y’ E X, 
fh Y’) = l@f&, Y’) 
= 4<Y, WXY’, SW)). 
Since H can be identified with Tw we are through. 
COROLLARY 9.5. Let X be a separable compact Hausdorff space and v  a finite 
nonatomic regular Bore1 measure on X with support X. Let f E C(X x X) be 
strongly positive definite. Then there are a continuous unitary representation S of 
Tw with values in Lm(X, v) and a state w on the abelian F-algebra d of bounded 
measurable functions on Tw such that the functions u + (y, S(u)) are in &for all 
y  E X and such that 
f h ~‘1 = 464 WWY’, W4)) a-e. (4. 
Proof. Since support v  is X, C(X) is isometrically imbedded in Lm(X, v), and 
f  considered as an element of Lm(X x X, v  x V) is strongly positive definite. 
I f  A is the abelian von Neumann algebra L=(X, V) acting on L2(X, V) by multi- 
plication, then an application of Proposition 9.3 yields the desired result. 
Remark. In Proposition 9.3 and Corollary 9.5 we have assumed that the 
abelian von Neumann algebra in question is nonatomic. This is not important. 
The general case can be taken care of as in the proof of Theorem 9.6 below. 
We are now in position to prove the main representation theorem for positive 
normalized maps in A @ A, which shows that such maps which are strongly 
positive definite are of the form 01~ as in Lemma 4.4, where the group is a closed 
subgroup of the infinite-dimensional torus Tw. This result is an answer to our 
initial problem, namely, to obtain a deeper insight into the relationship between 
spectral theory of linear maps of B(H) and F ourier analysis. It shows in particular 
that function calculus for such a map y  E A 62~ A corresponds to function calculus 
for measures in the measure algebra M(G). W e d enote by Ad u the automorphism 
u @ u* of B(H) when u is a unitary operator. 
THEOREM 9.6. Let A be an abelian von Neumann algebra acting on a separable 
Hilbert space H. Let q~ E A @ A, and assume $ is strongly positive definite. Then 
there are a compact abelian group G, a continuous unitary representation S of G 
with values in A and a Bore1 probability measure p on G such that 
v  = 
f  
c Ad S(u) dp(u). 
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Proof. We first assume A is nonatomic and we identify the Gelfand trans- 
form map of A @ A on Sp A @ A with the canonical imbedding A @ A -+ 
A @ A. If  A is identified withLm(X, V) for some u-finite measure space (X, ‘$I, Y), 
an easy argument using Lemma 9.4 shows that Q considered as an element of 
Lm(X x X, v  x V) is essentially strongly positive definite. Thus by Proposition 9.3 
there are a state w on the abelian C*-algebra & of bounded measurable functions 
on Tw and a continuous unitary representation S on T” with values in A such 
that 
@(Y, Y’) = 4h SWW, SW) a.a. Y, Y’ E X. 03) 
Let by the Riesz representation theorem p be the Bore1 probability measure on 
Tw such that 
for f  a continuous function on Tw. We shall show that for each p E B(H), , 
x E B(H) we have 
(9) 
Suppose first v  is of the form v  = Cr,+, &e, @ ei with e, ,..., e, an orthogonal 
family of projections in A with sum 1. Let B be the abelian C*-algebra they 
generate. Then B is a finite-dimensional subalgebra of A. From the proof of 
Proposition 9.3 we see that formula (8) is the integral 
$x3/, Y') = jr0 (Y9 SW<Y', SW 444, 
where the support of p is in a closed subgroup H, of Tw isomorphic to a finite 
product of T with itself. Thus (8) can be rephrased as 
for all characters x of B @ B. Since the characters span (B @ B)*, and (B @ B)* 
is the set of restrictions of functionals in (A @ A)* to B @ B, it follows that 
77(F) = jr.. rlw4 0 s(u*)) 444 
for all 7 E (A @ A)*. I f  T(T) = p(p)(x)) we see that (9) holds. 
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For v as in the theorem we can just as in Lemma 9.4 find a sequence (9%) of 
positive maps in A @ A of the form vn = C hIljein @ ein, such that Xyi = 1, and 
II pa - 9) II - 0. Let 
$AY, Y’) = JTu (Y, S(U))<Y’, S(u)) 44~) a.a. Y, Y’ E X. 
As in the proof of Proposition 9.3 there is a subnet (paa) of (pm) which converges 
to p in w*-topology. Thus if p E B(H), and x E B(N), u + p(S(u) xS(u*) is 
continuous on Tw, hence 
In the general case when A may have minimal projections let K be a separable 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and B a nonatomic abelian von Neumann 
algebra acting on K. Then the von Neumann algebra tensor product C = A B B 
of A and B acts on H @ K and is a nonatomic abelian von Neumann algebra. If 
A is identified with the subalgebra A @ @ of C, we have 91 E C @ C C 
B(B(H @ K)). By the first part of the proof there is a probability measure p on 
Tw such that v = JTW Ad S(U) +(u), where Ad S(u) c Aut B(H @ K). In order 
to complete the proof of the theorem we first show that S(U) E A for each u E T” 
except for a set of p-measure zero, If not there is a measurable set EC Tw of 
positive measure such that u E E implies S(U) $ A, and there is a one-dimensional 
projection p on K such that S(zl)(l @p) S(u*) # 1 @p for all u E E. Let 
F = (U E Tw: S(u)( 1 @ p) S(u*) # 1 @ p}. Then F 1 E and is measurable with 
positive measure. Let w be a faithful normal state on B(H) and p be 
the vector state on B(K), p(x) = (xt, 0, where p[ = e. If u E Tw and 
w Op(S(u)(l Op)S(u*)) = 1, then S(u)(l Op)S(u*) 3 SUPP(W 0~) = 1 Op, 
so if u E F, then S(zl)(l @p)S(u*) > 1 op. Therefore two possibilities may 
occur. Either w @ p(S(u)(l @ p)S(u*)) < 1 f or u in a subset Fl of F with positive 
measure, or, if not, S(u)(l @p)S(u*) > 1 @p for all u E F except on a set of 
zero measure. Since F E A @ A C C @ C and 1 @p belongs to the cornmutant 
of A, ~(1 @p) = 1 @ p. Thus in the former case 
1 = w OP(l OP) = w @PM1 OP)) 
4 w 0 P(w(l 0 PI e*)) 444 TW 
< 
s 
ldc” = 1, 
TW 
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a contradiction. In the latter case we may find a normal state v  on B(H @ K) 
such that a(S(u)(l @p)S(u*)) > ~(1 @p) on F except on a set of zero measure. 
Since v(S(u)(l @p)S(u*)) = ~(1 @p) for u E TW - 27, we have 
7(1 @PI = 7k41 OPN 
a contradiction. Thus S(U) E A for p-almost all u E Tw. Let G = P(%(A)). 
Then G is a compact abelian group and S ] G is a continuous unitary representa- 
tion of G into @(A). Since supp TV C G we are through. 
Remark 9.7. We have not succeeded in proving a direct converse to Theorem 
9.6, i.e., if ‘p E A @A is of the form aU with p a Bore1 probability measure on a 
compact abelian group G, then $ is strongly positive definite. The reason for this 
is that it is not clear whether 
G(Y, Y') = I, &,(Y, r'> d/W (10) 
It is clear that if dz, is of this form and yr ,..., yn E Sp A, then 
and since each matrix (a,(~~ , ri)) is an extreme point of K, , (&,(y< , rj)) E K,; 
hence 2, is strongly positive definite. 
Conversely, if ‘p E A @ A is such that 4 is strongly positive definite, then, by 
Theorem 9.6 q = ati , and (10) holds. Indeed, we assume A nonatomic, and leave 
it to the reader to use the techniques of the proof of Theorem 9.6 to extend the 
argument to the general case. Then from the proof of the theorem there exists a 
sequence vn = C /\rjein @ ejn in the algebraic tensor product A 0 A such that 
/I v’n - r+~ !I+ 0 and (hFj) E K, for some m. Furthermore 
hence by the first part of the proof of the theorem 
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Letf,,,(g) = B,(y, y’). Thenf,,,, is a continuous function on G. Since a subnet 
(pnB) of (pn) converges to p in the w*-topology, 
Since also c&~,(Y, y’) + $(y, y’), (10) follows as asserted. 
COROLLARY 9.8. Let A be an abelian C*-algebra acting on the separable 
Hilbert space H. Let q~ E A @ A be such that $ is strongly positive definite. Then 9 is 
an extreme point of the convex set K = (I/J E B(B(H)): 4 is positive, +( 1) = l> if 
and bnly if q is a *-automorphism of B(H). 
Proof. It follows from [18] that every *-automorphism is an extreme point 
of K. The converse is an immediate consequence of Theorem 9.6 and the fact 
that if IL is a point measure, then v  is a *-automorphism. 
COROLLARY 9.9. Let ,4 be an abelian F-algebra acting on the separable 
Hilbert space H. Let v  E A @ A be such that @ is strongly positive definite. Then rp 
has a S’tinespring decomposition satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7.l(ii). 
10. COMMENTS 
There are several problems left open in the previous paragraphs. Some we 
have not touched because we feel they are outside the scope of the paper. To this 
class of problems belong the study of unbounded maps and the problem of maps 
of general von Neumann algebras into themselves, rather than B(H). For the 
latter problem there are two obvious approaches. One is first to perform an 
analogous study of maps of semi-finite von Neumann algebras using the trace in 
a way similar to ours, and then to try to use Tomita theory to modify this 
approach to type III algebras. Another approach is to follow the line of the present 
paper and then to consider the von Neumann algebras in question as invariant 
subspaces of the maps. This approach has the drawback that it makes it only 
possible to study maps in B(M), M a von Neumann algebra, which have nice 
extensions to maps in B(B(H)). 
There is one concrete problem we have left open. In both Proposition 5.5 and 
Lemma 6.2 we have results to the effect that if F is operator normal and IJI( 1) = 1, 
then Tr(v(x)) = Tr(x) for all x E Y. Is this true for all (regular) operator normal 
maps v  such that p( 1) = 1 and v  1 Y E B(F) ? A possible approach is to generalize 
the result in [19] and then approximate 1 ultraweakly by Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators x such that v(x) - x is “small.” 
The problem of computing norms seems to be extremely difficult. I f  v  is 
positive, regular, operator normal, and ~(1) = 1, then 1 E o~(J~“)(T ( &‘) by 
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Theorem 3.3, hence by Lemma 3.2, 11 p II2 = 11 v  // = 1. It is clear from Corollary 
5.3 how this is related to the fact that iffELl and flis positive definite, then 
I 
Ilf ill = liflix . For other maps, it is as for Fourier transforms of functions, 
difficult to know the norm of v  if 119 II2 is known. A consequence of this is the 
limited set of functions we can use if we want to do functional calculus for an 
operator normal map v. 
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